Steal syndrome complicating hemodialysis access procedures: can it be predicted?
The development of steal syndrome distal to an arteriovenous fistula (AVF) created for hemodialysis access remains a significant clinical problem. This study was undertaken to determine the role of intraoperative noninvasive testing in the prediction and management of steal syndrome following arteriovenous fistula creation. First, in order to determine a threshold digital/brachial index (DBI) for patients at risk for steal syndrome, we performed a retrospective review of patients who had had the DBI measured and who developed symptoms (steal syndrome) following AVF creation. This was followed by a prospective evaluation of the ability of the DBI to predict which patients undergoing AVF surgery would develop steal syndrome. A DBI of <0.6 identifies a patient at risk for steal syndrome. Intraoperative DBI cannot be used to predict which patient will develop steal syndrome; however, if revision is indicated, the DBI should be increased to >0.6. Failure to accomplish this puts the patient at risk for continued steal syndrome.